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Joris KINDLOSONIndividual Summary:

Father:

Mother:

Sex:

Individual Report for Joris KINDLOSON

Individual Facts:

Birth: 1605 in Amsterdam, Noord Holland, Netherlands

Death: 01 June 1696 in , Baltimore, Maryland, USA

Person ID: 445

Also Known As: Georg Kindloson

Shared Facts: Fijtgen HENDRICKS

Marriage: 27 June 1626 in Amsterdam, Noord Holland, Netherlands

Relationship ID: 14638

Children: Pieter ENLOES

Jan ENLOES
Hendricks ENLOES
Abraham ENLOES
Anthony I. ENLOES

Notes:

Person Notes: Note the last name of Hendricks father is "Kindloson" and the name Enloes 
(Enlow) is probably a derivative of Kindloson.

[The following is from the Web site of 
Robert Bryan Enloe
22140 Rickard Road
Bend, Oregon 97702
A-United States]

Portion of an email from William C. Enloe; poses an interesting theory:
Here is something else that I find very interesting.
I know that Joris Kindloson was in fact a Scottish soldier stationed in 
Holland. (my copy of a Dutch book gives me that info) Wouldn't a name 
ending in son usually mean "son of", such a Johnson meaning son of John? 
Wouldn't the original of Kindloson probably be Kindlo or maybe even 
Kindloch? There is a Scotch name Kindloch which means "head of the 
loch", from lands at the head of Rossie Loch.
They received charters to the land as early as the reign of Alexander III, one 
of the earliest names of the kingdom, around 1250.
I have some of their history and their crest. I think that's an interesting 
possibility. (Scottish Clan And Family Encyclopedia)

The link between Joris Kindlosson and the Enloes has not been 
documented, it is only found on internet postings and referenced also by 
Col. T. A. Enloe. Have no clue how or by whom the information was 
originally started. There is some reference to Dutch ancestry by 
descendants of Anthony Enloes and Hendricks Enloes, but not well 
documented. Researcher Jean Inlow believes there is NOT a connection to 
Kindlosson and is looking for documentation to prove her contention in 
present day Holland archives.
********************
Note by RBE (Robert B Enloe): as of 4/30/2005 [This is from RBE web site 
and book Ancient Enloe Family]
The supposed link between Joris Kindlosson and the Enloes has not been 
documented, it is only found on internet postings and referenced also by 
Col. Thomas A. Enloe. I have no clue how or by whom this information was 
originally started. Hendricks Enloes stated in his naturalization application, 
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originally started. Hendricks Enloes stated in his naturalization application, 
his birthplace "was under the dominions of the States General of the united 
province" [ie, the United Provinces of Holland, or the Netherlands].
Researcher Jean Inlow believes there is NOT a connection to Kindlosson 
and is looking for documentation to prove her contention in present day 
Holland archives.
Recent findings [July, 2006] in his marriage record, Jan Enloes [presumed 
brother of Hendricks Enloes] was listed as born in "Duisburg". There is a 
town in Germany by that name, located a short distance East of Amsterdam. 
Perhaps the true ancestors of our Enloe clan came from Germany before 
they moved to The United Provinces of the Netherlands?

For futher reference, and potential reason for ancestors claiming Scottish 
origns:
3/9/2005 email from S Rosenblum
I just found this historical tidbit regarding Scottish soldiers in Holland: "In the 
latter part of the sixteenth century what was to become the United Provinces 
of Holland were trying to extricate themselves from domination by Spain. To 
help in this endeavour they obtained the assistance of volunteer soldiers 
from the lowlands of Scotland; the States General of Holland were given 
permission by the British govermnent to recruit soldiers in Scotland in 
February 1603."
*****************


